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ON GROUPS SATISFYING THE MAXIMAL AND THE
MINIMAL CONDITIONS FOR SUBNORMAL SUBGROUPS

OF INFINITE ORDER OR INDEX

Alessio Russo

Abstract. In this article we will prove that a generalized radical group
satisfying the maximal condition for subnormal subgroups of infinite or-
der (the minimal condition for subnormal subgroups of infinite index,
respectively) is soluble-by-finite. Such result generalizes that obtained by
D. H. Paek in [5].

1. Introduction

The maximal and the minimal conditions on systems of subgroups are some
of the most important finiteness conditions in the theory of groups. The struc-
ture of (generalized) soluble groups satisfying the maximal or the minimal
condition on all subgroups has completely been described, and there are also in
the literature many results concerning groups with similar restrictions imposed
only to certain relevant systems of subgroups, like those of abelian, normal or
subnormal subgroups (see for instance [9], Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). Weaker
forms of these chain conditions have also been considered; for instance, if χ
is a property pertaining to subgroups, a group G is said to satisfy the weak
maximal condition (the weak minimal condition, respectively) on χ-subgroups
if, given an ascending (a descending, respectively) chain X1 < X2 < · · · (re-
spectively, X1 > X2 > · · · ) of χ-subgroups of G, only a finite number of the
indices |Xα+1 : Xα| (respectively, |Xα : Xα+1|) are infinite. It was proved by
Baer [1] and Zaičev [11], [12] that for a soluble group G the weak maximal
and the weak minimal conditions on all subgroups coincide, and are equivalent
to the requirement that G is a minimax group, i.e., a group having a finite
series whose factors either satisfy the maximal or the minimal condition on
subgroups. The structure of groups satisfying the weak chain conditions on
normal or subnormal subgroups was later investigated by Kurdachenko [3], [4].
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Let χ be a subgroup theoretical property. A group G is said to satisfy the
condition max-∞χ if there are no infinite strictly ascending chains of infinite
χ-subgroups of G; similarly, we shall say that G satisfies min-∞χ if there are no
infinite strictly descending chains of χ-subgroups of infinite index of G. Clearly,
max-∞χ implies the weak maximal condition on χ-subgroups, with a similar
statement for min-∞χ. The structure of (soluble) groups for which this type of
chain conditions are imposed to the set of all subgroups (max-∞ and min-∞) or
to set of all subnormal subgroups (max-∞sn and min-∞sn) was investigated by
Paek [5], [6]. Moreover, he also studied the locally nilpotent groups with these
conditions for normal subgroups (max-∞n and min-∞n) [7], [8]. Recently,
de Giovanni, Paek, Robinson and the author [2] have examined the structure
of groups which satisfy max-∞n and min-∞n given characterizations of both
properties in the general case. Moreover, detailed information is obtained about
soluble groups with these chain conditions.

In the last section in [5] Paek shows that a subsoluble group (i.e., a group
with an ascending series of subnormal subgroups whose factors are abelian)
satisfying max-∞sn (min-∞sn, respectively) is soluble. Recall that a group
G is said to be generalized radical if it has an ascending series whose factors
either are locally nilpotent or finite. As there exist locally nilpotent groups with
trivial Baer radical (see, [9, pp. 24–26]), we have that the class of radical groups
properly contains that of subsoluble groups. It is well known that a generalized
radical group satisfying max-sn (min-sn, respectively) is polycyclic-by-finite
(Chernikov, respectively) (see [9, 5.46]). The aim of this short article is to
prove the following extension of the latter and of the quoted result of Paek.

Theorem. Let G be a generalized radical group which satisfies the condition
max-∞sn (the condition min-∞sn, respectively). Then G is soluble-by-finite.

Most of our notation is standard, and can for instance be found in [9].

2. Proof of Theorem

In order to prove the theorem we need some preliminary results. Recall that
a just infinite group is an infinite group all of whose proper quotients are finite.

Lemma 1. Let G be any group. Then the following hold:
(i) If G satisfies max-∞n but not max-n, then G contains an infinite

abelian normal subgroup R such that G/R has max−n;
(ii) If G satisfies min-∞n but not min-n, then G contains a normal sub-

group N with min−G such that G/N is just infinite.

Proof. See [2, 2.1 and 3.1]. ¤

Corollary 2. Let G be a periodic hyper-(abelian or finite) group with min-∞n.
Then G satisfies min-n.
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Proof. Assume by contradiction that G does not satisfy min-n. It follows by
Lemma 1 that G contains a normal subgroup N such that G/N is just infinite.
Put Ḡ = G/N , and let Ā be a non-trivial normal abelian subgroup of Ḡ.
Clearly, Ā ≤ CḠ(〈ā〉Ḡ) for each ā ∈ Ā \ {1}. Therefore, Ḡ/CḠ(〈ā〉Ḡ) is finite
and hence Ḡ has max. Thus Ḡ is finite, which is a contradiction. ¤

Our next result can also be deduced from the structure of locally nilpotent
groups with max-∞n (min-∞n, respectively) obtained by Paek [7], [8]. But,
for convenience of the reader, here we prefer to give an easy direct proof.

Lemma 3. Let G be a locally nilpotent group satisfying max-∞n (min-∞n,
respectively). Then G is hypercentral.

Proof. First suppose that G satisfies max-∞n. Clearly, if all normal non-trivial
subgroups of G are infinite, then by hypothesis G has max-n and hence it is
nilpotent (see [9, 5.37]). Therefore we can assume that G contains a finite non-
trivial normal subgroup and so even a minimal normal subgroup M . It follows
that M ≤ Z(G) (see [9, Corollary of 5.27]). In particular, Z(G) 6= {1}. Thus G
is hypercentral since the class max-∞n is closed with respect to homomorphic
images.

Now let G be a non-nilpotent group satisfying min-∞n. Clearly G is not
just infinite, since otherwise it satisfies max-n and hence it is nilpotent. Let N
be a non-trivial normal subgroup of G such that G/N is infinite. By hypothesis
N contains a minimal G-invariant subgroup which is central in G. Therefore
G is hypercentral also in this case. ¤

Lemma 4. Let G be a generalized radical group satisfying max-∞sn (min-
∞sn, respectively). Then G is hyper-(abelian or finite).

Proof. By Lemma 3 it is enough to prove that G is hyper-(locally nilpotent or
finite). Let H be the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G. Clearly we may assume that
H = {1} and hence G has no non-trivial ascendant locally nilpotent subgroups.
It follows that G contains a non-trivial ascendant finite subgroup F . If M is
a subnormal non-abelian simple subgroup of F , then M is also subnormal in
G by Corollary of 5.45 in [9]. Therefore the normal closure MG is finite since
the direct product of infinitely many groups has neither max-∞n nor min-∞n
(see [9, 5.44]). It follows that G contains a non-trivial normal subgroup which
is either locally nilpotent or finite. Thus G is hyper-(locally nilpotent or finite)
as required. ¤

Now we are in position to prove our theorem. Note that the argument used
in the proof will show in particular that a periodic generalized radical group
satisfying max-∞sn (min-∞sn, respectively) is a Chernikov group.

Theorem 5. Let G be a generalized radical group which satisfies the condition
max-∞sn (the condition min-∞sn, respectively). Then G is soluble-by-finite.
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Proof. By Lemma 4, G is hyper-(abelian or finite). First suppose that G con-
tains a non-periodic abelian normal subgroup A. Clearly, if G satisfies max-
∞sn, then G/A has surely max-sn and hence it is polycyclic-by-finite. On
the other hand, if G has min-∞sn, then G/A must be finite since otherwise A
satisfies min. Thus in either case G is soluble-by-finite.

Now suppose that G is periodic. We will prove that G is a Chernikov
group. First assume that G satisfies max-∞sn. Clearly, if G has max-n, it is
poly-(abelian or finite) and so even poly-(quasicyclic or finite) since an infinite
periodic abelian group with max-∞ is quasicyclic-by-finite (see [6, 3.1]). It
follows that G is a Chernikov group. If G does not satisfy max-n, Lemma 1
yields that G contains an infinite abelian normal subgroup R such that G/R
has max-n, and G is again a Chernikov group by the previous argument. Now
suppose that G has min-∞sn. Then G satisfies min-n by Corollary 2. Let B be
a non-trivial normal abelian subgroup of G. Clearly, if G/B is infinite, then B
has min and the same conclusion holds also when G/B is finite by a well known
theorem of Wilson (see [9, 5.21]). It follows that B contains a non-trivial finite
G-invariant subgroup (see [9, Corollary 2 of 5.23]). Therefore G is hyperfinite
and hence a Chernikov group (see [9, Corollary 2 of 5.21]).

Finally, let T be the largest periodic normal subgroup of G. By the previous
paragraphes T is a Chernikov group and G/T is soluble-by-finite. It follows
that G is soluble-by-finite since a finite-by-abelian group is nilpotent-by-finite
by a result of P. Hall (see [9, 4.25]). ¤
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